
April 9 - USAV Conference Call 1 

Olympics/Paralympics postponed to 2021 – July 23-Aug 8 and Aug 24-Sept 5 – respectively 

USAV Status – loss of licensing fees for the NQs and threat/potential loss of various Championships (18s, AOs, GJNC, 

BJNC, HPCs) presents huge loss in event revenues + any new memberships associated with those + loss in sponsorship 

revenues.  New memberships essentially ceased in mid-March. Girls 18’s moved to BJNC location just prior, GJNC is still 

scheduled, AOs cancelled.  One large sponsor is re-signed, but other sponsors have not yet (some are “through-the-

quad” sponsors, like Adidas, which technically ends this season – except the Olympics/Paralympics have been postponed 

– so not sure how sponsorships will evolve).  USAV has some other big international events that they are scheduled to 

host in the fall but not sure it will happen (is a big expense if they were to have to host).  Locally, they closed their 

offices, have a dedicated HUB on website for COVID 19 updates, sanction ban through May 22, succeeded in negotiating 

with the insurance company to allow for virtual training sessions (with MAAPP considerations), also applied for SBA 

loans.  Additional steps for savings:  hiring freeze, not matching 403b, freeze non-mission critical travel, fundraising dept 

on hold, virtual meetings (USAV, JA, and RVAA), Boyce cancelled (on-line event), large early beach events cancelled 

(Collegiate Beach), holding all supply purchases/building upgrades, decreased marketing budget to in-house creations, 

work to dress-down any events able to hold (no R2s).  While one NGB has filed for bankruptcy and several have 

furloughed employees, USAV has not had to do that yet. 

 

Questions:  Is there a “drop dead” date for the big events?  Dependent on Force Majeure clauses for the facilities and 

also what Phases we are in. Can USAV have resources on Best Practices once we do have the ability to host events?   

 

April 18 - Zoom Call regarding P3 Loan and some additional RVA things to think about: 

Comments Made and some things to keep in mind: 

 

Prediction that, even with phases there could be a decrease of 25% of our membership in the next season (Delta is 

considering a reduction their membership price as an incentive for loss of play this season and to keep them playing next 

season). 

 

There has also been conversation at the school levels in different states that Fall Sports could be pushed into a later 

season, putting a premium on Regions whose clubs fight for gyms with each other or with school sports. 

 

A question asked was do you see families wanting to be in the large qualifier settings OR do you see them say okay to 

small region-based tournaments? 

 

AR shared that some of the phase-thoughts in NTx is private lessons, small group lessons, single team practices, small # 

court tournaments with limiting of parent spectators (1/2 the venue’s size – with social distancing and protective 

masks/health checks). 

 

P3 Loan:  Why wouldn’t you apply for free money (as long as you can prove 75% used for payroll (which includes salary, 

health care premiums, retirement match/funding, and could even include bonus scenarios)? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

JW believes additional funds for P3 will be announced THIS Thurs, April 23 (his CEO has commented). 

 

JW recommends that application to bank be in place by Monday, no later than Tuesday. 

 



JW says those banks using the SBA eTran portal are using a very slow system.  Can you find a bank that is using their own 

system/software that is backed by FIS (?I might have that acronym wrong?) 

 

JW – IF you don’t get answers then look at another bank and perhaps even look at moving RVA acct to that bank.  Can 

use this as leverage. 

 

Here are the things JW recommends “WE gather our legal entity documentation” to have WITH the P3 Application: 

 

1. Original Articles of Incorporation & Bylaws 

2. IRS 501c3 Determination Letter 

3. Make sure whoever is signing the loan application has approval from their board to do so (if not included in 

ByLaws already) – ERVA ByLaws include the ability for me or Margie to take out a loan but special statement 

may be needed. 

4. 2019 Payroll Data – 940s, 941s, W3 

5. JW recommended that if we were using a “seasonal” calculation of payroll that we use 15 Feb 2019 through 30 

Jun 2019 – my concern with that is we had salary increases this year. 

6. Your bank may have some additional items. 

 

JW believes that we will have to turn in our payroll, checks (front and back) written towards health ins, retirement, rent, 

utilities, so have it organized to prove forgiveness OR we will have to pay back the remaining of the loan that we cannot 

prove was used for those things. 

 

 

April 22 - USAV Conference Call 2 

USAV did not receive a P3 loan in the first wave (went through Chase & BOA), CEO took a 25% cut in compensation, 

USAV is starting the budget process for the next season (no intention of increasing dues, this is something they usually 

start in the fall), Created a task force for big events (prioritizing safety – will not stage events if cannot guarantee safety).  

Events - Girls 18s moved to Reno just before BJNC, reaching out to some other cities for contingencies on the GJNC if 

their venue ends up being cancelled (the Dallas CC was an overflow hospital and cannot host an evet if it is still 

designated as such).  Other updates – MMS (membership management system) seems to be on track – starting in May 2 

newsletters/month and monthly webinars, larger training session in May. 

 

Questions:  Rocky Mt Region asked if anyone had a club violate the Stay Home-Stay Healthy order?  They did and other 

clubs were requesting a sanction against.  Some RVAs have fielded questions about refund of membership – one answer 

is that the membership money paid is to provide customer service to the members – we are still working, planning, 

providing customer service. 

 

May 6 - RVAA Insurance Committee Meeting 

 

PA & GLI Insurance cost last year $4.61/member – anticipated $4.92 at renewal but actual ended up being $4.78.  Right 

now RVAs assessed $4/member for insurance so the .78 comes from the excess premium collected with membership 

growth from time of renewal.  Too, too early to have an idea of what renewal will be for this season, esp with COVID 19 

and all those uncertainties. 

 

Negotiated the RVAs D&O and EPL policies (EPL as D&O coverage had limitations/exclusions at this renewal that was not 

comparable to the previous policy year so EPL was purchased) 

 



Also, negotiated the RVAs Multi-Media and Cyber Liability Program at .17/member (Nov 1 – Oct 31) – we will get more 

info on what is needed to reapply for the new year – it will be invoiced to us through EPIC. 

 

COVID 19 Impacts/Changes:  Virtual Trainings had to be negotiated but were successful with blessings from US Center 

for SS and USOPC.  Received two premium refunds (GLI and PA) and once season viability is figured out it could be more 

but for now it includes the time from the stoppage of play through May 22. 

 

BIG challenge ahead for the renewal process for next year – insurance companies are waiting for the other shoe to drop 

(I caught COVID 19 at your event), so it will be a challenging process. 

 

EPIC was asked if they could find out about some Event Cancellation policies available for the RVAs (communicable 

disease coverage is now becoming an exclusion). 

 

BGS company – NCSI presentation – generally screen days have gone up from 2.5 to 3 for turnaround (screening now 

goes back 7yrs and so many have multiple counties to search).  One change you might not be aware of is if a US citizen 

has lived internationally for a min of 6months in the past 7yrs they will trigger an International BGS to occur.   

 

BGS is $30 for screen + supplemental off-year screen ($30 for 2yrs).  USAV briefly looked into a few other BGS companies 

to see if they could negotiate an annual fee (NCSI has a tie-in with the USOPC – they were unwilling to negotiate with 

USAV) – did  not have enough time before the 1/1/20 MAAPP policies took effect, but they do have info about a couple 

of BGS companies that have been approved by the USOPC for NGBs to use.  Insurance Committee voted to look at a new 

vendor for BGS in 21/22 season – Ad Hoc Committee includes myself, D Peixoto, P Bryant, and K Wendelboe to work 

with USAV to review options. 

 

Upcoming RVA meetings:  RVAA Beach Committee (May 11 – Callaghan), RVAA SafeSport Committee (May 12 – 

Callaghan/Spray), RVAA Marketing & Branding (May 12 – Clow), RVAA Education Committee (May 13 – Coupland) – I’m 

sure we’ll learn more about the NEW LMS through SAP, USAV MMS Live Webinar (May 14 – Callaghan/Clow), RVAA 

Pacific Zone (sometime May 13-15), JA and RVAA General Sessions (May 18-20), Virtual USAV Hall of Fame Awards (May 

20) – Jon Lee, 2020 “Frier” Award Recipient – congrats Jon! 

 

   

 

   



Operations Report 

EVERGREEN REGION BOARD MEETING 

May 12, 2020 

 

JUNIOR DIVISION          

 

1. High Performance 

a. Spoke to Katie Hinrichs and we both feel it is best to cancel the HP season for this year.  

b. We have plans to schedule a work session meeting at the end of May to discuss plans for 2021. 

We hope to expand the programming by offering smaller camps throughout the Region prior to 

tryouts to help offset costs for participants, promote growth within the program and help increase 

skill-based camps for overall membership growth. 

 

2. Summer Tryouts 

a. Larissa and Lindsay have spoken to club directors regarding summer tryouts and some of the 

concerns expressed should be considered when deciding whether or not to offer this option this 

season. 

i. Reopening of States status by August 

ii. Facility availability 

1. Eliminate tryout fee to allow for clubs to cover costs 

2. Contact facilities now to get on a waitlist 

iii. Unknown status makes planning challenging for everyone 

1. School status, Fall sport status 

2. Additional stressors for players/families financially 

a. Summer tryouts allow for extra months to pay and may allow people to 

decide to play 

3. Sanitation requirements for events/preparedness for events 

GENERAL 

 

3. Operations 

a. MMS Training 

i. USAV has created webinars for the MMS training along with the sandbox training site 

and task lists for Region’s to work through. These are ways for the Region’s to practice 

different elements of the new system. We are also able to schedule video calls to go over 

Region specific questions, development etc. USAV Region services is working very 

closely with us and SportsEngine to help with the transition. 

 

ii. One area within the new system that will need to be discussed on the Junior level is their 

“club assignment” process. It may take the place of the Offer and Acceptance letter, but it 

needs to be discussed with the Juniors Division how they would like to use this new way 

of club assignment within the HQ sites. 

b. LMS 

i. New LMS server, Litmos. 

1. Single sign-on and option for indication of auto enrollment into an online course 

based on age group. 

2. Officials can finish online modules and then be required to be approved by 

Region Admin after evaluation or other requirements are met. More info to come 

to see how we can or if we desire to use this feature in our Region. 

a. Consideration to move from in person clinics with current climate to all 

courses online. 

 

 



c. Banking 

i. ERVA applied for a Paycheck Protection loan through Washington Trust Bank and was 

approved.  

1. The ERVA accountant will assist in tracking and completing the loan forgiveness 

paperwork to submit to the SBA over the next few months. 

 

ii. ERVA will transition current business account from Chase Bank to Washington Trust 

Bank over the next few months before eventually closing the Chase Bank account. 

Washington Trust offered exceptional customer service and assistance through the 

process while Chase’s was nonexistent. Margie, Meredith and Lindsay discussed this 

transition and felt it was a good idea to move over to Washington Trust completely.  

 

 

d. ERVA Elections 

i. ERVA conducted the 2020 elections for the Assistant Commissioner, Treasurer and 

Adult Program Director.  

1. Margie Ray will continue as Treasurer, Dennis Baal will be the new Adult 

Program Director. The terms are 3 years and will commence on July 11, 2020. 

2. No one submitted interest in the Assistant Commissioner position. According to 

the ERVA Bylaws: A vacancy in any Executive Committee or Advisory 

Committee office because of death, resignation, removal, disqualification, or 

otherwise shall be filled for the balance of the unexpired term by appointment of 

the Commissioner with approval of the Executive Committee. Meredith can make 

a recommendation for the position for the Executive Board to vote and approve. 

 

e. Official’s Division 

i. A draft of an ERVA Official’s Handbook was sent to the Official’s Division for review 

and discussion. Goal is to have a final draft prior to the 2020-2021 season. The handbook 

will offer a reference manual for the officials regarding policies and procedures in 

addition to expectations for the official’s division.  

 

4. Marketing 

a. Additional Programming Development 

i. Evergreen Gives 

1. Amanda and Lindsay are working on gathering information from club director’s 

and other Region’s to rebrand and introduce Evergreen Gives. General idea is to 

run drives at ERVA sanctioned or hosted events such as food drives, toy drives, 

clothing drives with community partners across the Region to give back to our 

local communities. 

 

Another idea of the program is to collect gently used volleyball gear to reallocate 

to players in need. We have the donated shoes from Love 11 we would like to 

distribute out in some manner to our junior and adult membership in need. We are 

hoping to work and coordinate with INK and Spike2Care assistance programs in 

place as well. Additional feedback and ideas are welcome! 

 

We may do a highlight of the clubs that run something like this on their own to 

show other clubs that they can do it on that level as well and as a Region we can 

run food drives potentially at a tournament.  

 

ii. So far I have heard from Kahiau in Chelan and she surprised us with this response:  



 “As you can imagine, us being in a rural area dominated by agriculture, I have a lot of 

players who are considered "low income".  Last winter I sent out a private survey and asked kids 

if they were in need of any of the necessary items: shoes, kneed pads, shorts etc. I ended up 

giving out 2 pair of shoes and about 3 pair of knee pads, everyone else already had what they 

needed.  I was shocked!  I thought for sure I would have a dozen kids in need for shoes alone.  

That being said, I do not believe anyone in my club would need your assistance.  I love the idea, 

but I think most families have their own network of help and rely on that.” 

 

From NCWVBC in Wenatchee: 

“So far, I think we have what we need. Last season we collected over 50 pairs of VB shoes, 40 

sets of kneepads, 24 backpacks and so on..(similar from 2018 season) we distributed about 2/3 of 

what was collected to our famalies in need. We also offer the used equipment to the local schools 

for any athletes they may have that can't afford what they need for the season. Kind of "giving 

back to the community" kind of thing..  

Even though we tell the parents and coaches at the start of the season, It gets really 

communicated by the incumbent players to the incoming kiddos as many of them see the 

needs..kind of a supported team bonding thing that has been working well..” 

   

iii. The monthly newsletter has continued to get as much information and help out to our 

members. We sent out Aprils with up to date information regarding our Events and 

COVID-19 update from USAV. I also tried to put more information on things that can be 

done at home during this time that players and coaches cannot be in the gym. I also did a 

prize for someone who guessed the correct number for how many time USAV or USA 

Volleyball was said in the Newsletter. We did receive a winner and she was sent a shirt! 

iv. ERVA Quarantine Bingo was created. We have yet to have any BINGOs sent in at this 

time. We met and videoed the Trex doing some of the squares on the BINGO card to help 

remind individuals and keep it fun with a different type of engagement.  

v. Kevin gave me the idea for posting workouts for our members to do during this time 

while at home. Lindsay and Amanda discussed this and for liability reasons gyms 

probably aren’t creating workouts for members who are not a part of their gym and who 

have not signed their release form. But we did find Mamba Academy which has been 

posting workouts on their social media accounts. These have been shared via Facebook, 

Instagram and the Newsletter so our members have access to some type of exercise!   

 

b. Website Updates: 

i. We have been working with Zipline our website provider to make it more user friendly 

on the backend. They have sure tried, but it still is not ideal for what we would like. 

Amanda has been updating the website with the new templates for a better look to 

breaking the wordier pages.  

 

c. Marketing Idea: 

i. Do a throw back week to our different events that we have had over the years (Regionals, 

VolleyMania, Beach Events, etc) to get people excited about getting back out there.  

ii. Recognize Seniors going on to play! 



OFFICIALS REPORT – 5/11/2020 

The USAV season ended with several large tournaments canceled which meant many 

officials not receiving income.  Information has been sent out to officials on how to apply 

for special covid-19 unemployment claims by USAV, SAVRA, and college assigners. 

Major tournaments canceled:  PNQ – both weekends, INK tournament, Bid tournament, 

Regionals, Boys Border Smackdown. 

We had several new officials and provided training at several tournaments.  Good 

momentum for training and officials was made this year. 

For 2020 Regionals and our Junior officials that worked the 12s last year were going to 

work the 14s. 

R1 Tournaments: 

R1 Tournaments will be moved to the agreed upon fee of $200 for each R1 the 2020-2021 
season.  
Tournaments will pay onsite. 
Mileage:  If an official has to travel more than 100 miles to tournament the tournament 
will pay a flat fee of $30 for mileage onsite. 
R1 tournaments will not be allowed on the weekends of Power League.  R1 tournaments 
at the first of the season will need to be reviewed due to weather and location.   
 

Training: 

Lindsay will include an article in one of the summer newsletters (possibly June) to 

encourage some of the U18 players, as well as, coaches to consider officiating high school 

and middle school in the fall 

Draft of article: 

Want to stay involved in volleyball?  Volleyball officials are cultivating the future of our 

sport…and making a little extra money doing it. 

Officiating increases your knowledge of the sport from a little different 

perspective.  Coaches and players have extensive volleyball knowledge that can help them 

move up quickly in in the officiating field.   

The Spokane Area Volleyball Referees Association (SAVRA) assigns all levels of high school 

from 1B to 4A, middle school and catholic leagues, as well as SFCC, NIC and Whitworth. 

There is a spot for all levels of officiating from the novice to the experienced. 

Matches are primarily Tuesday and Thursday evenings with a training session most 

Sunday evenings during the high school season.  Training is free to all officials, from the 

beginning level to advanced. 



Weekly training begins August 16.  There may be an additional “on court” training mid -

July (TBD). 

If you are interested please contact the SAVRA trainer, Barb Twohig at btonml@gmail.com 

mailto:btonml@gmail.com

